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Cape Medical Supply Acquires Sleep Therapy Assets of Enos Home Medical
SANDWICH, MA – Cape Medical Supply is pleased to announce the acquisition of the
sleep therapy assets of Enos Home Medical (EHM), a long-time provider of sleep therapy
services in Southeastern MA and RI. The transaction was completed on July 31.
“We continue to focus our efforts on building the premiere hospice partnership service in
New England,” commented Enos’ President Jonathan Enos. “Cape Medical has a
wonderful sleep therapy program and we are confident our patients will be well cared for
by them in the future. We can now narrow our focus and continue to build on the parts of
our organization that we see as vital to the future.”
Cape Medical Supply is based in Sandwich, MA and operates across MA, RI, NH and
ME. The company was founded in 1977 by Mark and Nancy Sheehan and remains family
owned. The organization has undergone a decade long strategic transformation, focused
on enhancing their sleep therapy program and remaining vital in an increasingly complex
reimbursement and regulatory environment.
“We are very excited to expand our patient volumes in Southeastern MA and RI,” said
Gary Sheehan, Cape Medical Supply President & CEO. “We continue to partner with the
leading healthcare organizations across New England and leading health insurance
providers in this marketplace. Our focus on digital solutions yields a very positive patient
experience and we are very proud of our sleep therapy outcomes – our focus on data
delivers healthier, more engaged and more satisfied patients.”
This is Cape Medical Supply’s fourth transaction of significant size, following the
acquisitions of Cape & Islands Oxygen of Hyannis, MA from Cape Cod Healthcare in
2005, the acquisition of Seacoast Sleep Solutions of Kittery, ME in 2011, and New
England Medical Homecare of Worcester, MA in 2016.

-###About Cape Medical Supply:
Mission: Cape Medical Supply improves the lives of those we serve through the
compassionate, responsive delivery of healthcare solutions.
Founded as a home oxygen company in Sandwich, MA in 1977, Cape Medical Supply
is now a specialized sleep therapy company, providing in-office solutions for patients
and healthcare organizations in the fields of CPAP and sleep therapy. The company
services patients in four states; MA, RI, NH and ME.
Cape Medical Supply is a family-owned company.

